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Metro Optic – Colocation and Inter-connection Center       www.875sta.com 

 

The 875 St-Antoine is a colocation center '' Telco Hotel'' type 

of over 25,000 square foot in downtown Montreal and is part 

of the property complex of Place Bonaventure. Located 

directly under the railway track at the junction of all cables 

used for incoming and outgoing transport in and from 

Montreal, the 875 St-Antoine is a unique neutral 

interconnection center. Two (2) meet me rooms (MMR) are 

available for your local, provincial, national, north-American 

and International interconnections in an impartial, secure and 

stable environment. 

The center is strategically located in the heart and at the junction 

of all network operators established or that want to establish a 

robust provincial, national and international presence and 

manage effectively their traffic. 

The 875 St-Antoine offers 3 possibilities for colocation space: private and secure cabinet colocation, 

cage colocation and your customized colocation space. 

 Summary of the infrastructure:  
Inter-connection with all data centers in Montreal  
25,000 sq. ft. of space furnished by carriers for carriers  
1.2 megawatts of electrical power 
UPS  N+1  
DC Plans: 400KVA 
AC Plans: 450KVA 
300 tons of air conditioning capacity '' up flow''  
5000 square feet of raise floor and cabinet colocation 
5000 square feet arranged for telecom equipment  
More than 5Km of internal conduits  
Diversity entries: south / north / east and west  
7 different access points of optical fiber ducts: One (1) in the Mont-Royal tunnel, two (2) to the United 
States, one (1) to Quebec city and the Maritimes, one (1) to Rene-Levesque and University, two (2) to 
Toronto  
Automatic sprinkler systems 
Splice box capacity of 20,000 pairs of optical fiber  
Emergency power  
Access for customers with HID card - 24/7  
Video surveillance - 24/7 
 


